Example of a conversation between friends-

Q: How might you use this word in the real world?

Q: Where in the example do you notice how I used words to describe the meaning of the word?

TASK: Please underline/highlight in shared

outlandish-out of the ordinary, unusual, extraordinary, extreme

[A] "Wow, her outfit was a bit outlandish for school with all the beads and glitter, right?"

[B] "I know, right, she usually wears clothes that stand-out though...whatever!"

[A] "Wow, her outfit was a bit outlandish for school with all the beads and glitter, right?"

[B] "I know, right, she usually wears clothes that stand-out though...whatever!"

[A] "Wow, her outfit was a bit outlandish for school with all the beads and glitter, right?"

[B] "I know, right, she usually wears clothes that stand-out though...whatever!"